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More Than Just Eye Candy:
Graphics for e-Learning

Visuals included
in your e-Learning

Part 1 of 2 parts

can improve learn-

BY RUTH COLVIN CLARK

ing — if you can

veryone has an opinion about graphics. And more often
than not, those opinions are simultaneously diverse and
intense! There is no doubt that visuals grab our attention
and command a response. But how do you know that the visuals included in your e-Learning lessons actually improve learning? That’s why my colleague Chopeta Lyons and I recently
completed a book on graphics based on research evidence
that provides practitioners with guidelines for planning and
designing the best graphics in their training materials. Here
are some tips from the book that you may find useful.

figure out how to

Because it’s such a visual medium, it’s too bad that e-Learning so
often fails to leverage the potential
of graphics to promote learning. In
some cases, e-Lessons are what our
colleague Frank Nguyen of Intel calls
A Wall of Words. (See Figure 1 on
page 2.) Because words are quick
and easy to produce, and because
we have all devoted lifetimes of

This is an article

E

learning and practice perfecting our
use of language, all too many e-Lessons include no visuals or at best,
only a few decorative visuals.
At the other extreme some e-Courses
use elaborate visual treatments to
produce what I call Las Vegas-style
courseware. By embedding dry technical content in exotic and visually
rich fantasy or game themes, the
Continued on next page
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use them correctly.
In this, the first of
two parts, two
experts guide you
through the results
of research into
the best practices.
you will want to
refer to often!
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The Journal is included as part of Guild membership.
To join the Guild go to www.eLearningGuild.com.

The eLearning Developers’ Journal™ is designed to serve the industry as a catalyst for innovation and as a vehicle for the dissemination of
new and practical strategies and techniques for
e-Learning designers, developers and managers. The Journal is not intended to be the
definitive authority. Rather, it is intended
to be a medium through which e-Learning practitioners can share their knowledge, expertise
and experience with others for the general
betterment of the industry.
As in any profession, there are many different perspectives about the best strategies,
techniques and tools one can employ to accomplish a specific objective. This Journal will share
these different perspectives and does not position any one as “the right way,” but rather we
position each article as “one of the right ways”
for accomplishing a goal. We assume that
readers will evaluate the merits of each article
and use the ideas they contain in a manner
appropriate for their specific situation. We
encourage discussion and debate about articles
and provide an Online Discussion board for
each article.
The articles contained in the Journal are all
written by people who are actively engaged in
this profession at one level or another — not
by paid journalists or writers. Submissions are
always welcome at any time, as are suggestions for articles and future topics. To learn
more about how to submit articles and/or
ideas, please refer to the directions in the sidebar on page 6 or visit www.eLearningGuild.com.

techniques

developers try to make the learning
experience more motivating. I’ve
seen system application courses
wrapped in a fantasy-adventure such
as Terminator and new hire orientation embedded in a treasure hunt.
(See Figure 2 on page 3.) Elaborate
visual treatments unrelated to the
goals of the instruction, while wellintended, have been shown in controlled research studies to depress
learning.
Both under-use and over-use of
visuals fail to deliver the potential of
graphics to support learning. So, just
what makes a good graphic in e-Learning? Over the past 15 years, a considerable body of relevant research
on the best use of visuals to promote learning has accumulated.
However, most of this research is
published in diverse academic journals not generally read by training
professionals. Additionally, the research reports do not provide examples of how to apply the guidelines in
training settings.

Do graphics improve learning?
The answer is — it depends! Many

studies that compared lessons that
used text alone to teach content with
lessons that added relevant visuals
to the text have shown that the versions with graphics do improve learning. Richard Mayer reported an average learning gain of 89% in lesson
versions that added relevant visuals
to text. Note the emphasis on the
word “relevant”!

Three factors that shape graphic
effectiveness
Not all graphics are equally effective. In fact, research reported in the
Journal of Educational Psychology as
long ago as 1998 shows that some
visuals can actually depress learning
compared to lessons that used text
alone. So how can you plan and
design graphic treatments for your
e-Learning that are likely to enhance
learning outcomes? Our research
uncovered three main factors, illustrated in Figure 3 on page 3, that
shape the effectiveness of your visual treatments:
• the instructional goal,
• the learning landscape,
• and features of the graphic itself.

FIGURE 1 A screen from a “wall of words” course
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4 on page 4 shows a screen capture
from a problem-centered learning
course designed to teach bank
agents how to assess a commercial
loan.
Factor 2: The learning landscape.
All visuals for training purposes will
be displayed in some medium such
as a workbook, a job card or on a
computer screen. Likewise they will
be presented in a specific instruc-

tional environment such as a job
card affixed to equipment, or a slide
projected in a classroom. e-Learning
platforms offer various capabilities
to display visuals and words depending on issues such as bandwidth,
presence of sound cards, availability
of headsets etc. Of course training
programs are designed for specific
groups of learners whose background and aptitudes also shape

FIGURE 2 An exotic fantasy theme used for edutainment. (Credit: Mark A. Palmer)
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FIGURE 3 Three factors that shape design of effective visuals. © Ruth Clark and
Chopeta Lyons
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Factor 1: Goals of the instruction.
In E-Learning and the Science of
Instruction, Rich Mayer and I
describe three main instructional
goals for e-Learning:
• to inform,
• to support procedural (routine
task) performance,
• and to support principle-based
(non-routine task) performance.
Many courses incorporate all three
goals. Usually however one of the
three predominates. For example,
many e-Learning courses are designed to teach systems applications.
These are procedural courses. Most
also have subgoals of informing
learners about the application and
its benefits to their work. But the
main goal is to teach how to use
the system.
Other e-Courses attempt to teach
what we call far-transfer tasks —
tasks which require employee judgment because the worker will always
have to adapt guidelines to unique
job situations. Many so-called softskills such as negotiation, selling,
and supervision fall into this category. Both procedural and principlebased courses are designed to build
skills and thus support job performance directly.
Courses that inform are developed
primarily to build awareness and
often to promote positive feelings.
Courses on new employee orientation or lessons on new company policies often fall into this category.
The instructional goal is one major
factor to consider in the planning
and design of visuals for learning.
For example, a procedural course is
going to include many graphics that
illustrate the screens or equipment
being trained. In contrast, many principle-based courses use a problemcentered learning approach in which
the visuals illustrate a job setting in
which the learner gets a virtual task
assignment and learns new skills
while working the assignment. Figure

techniques
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FIGURE 4 A virtual workplace serves as a visual backdrop for problem-centered learning. (With permission from Moody’s Financial Services.)

decisions about visuals. How much
prior knowledge the audience has
about the content and their spatial
ability are two proven factors that
influence the type of graphic that will
improve learning. Last we can’t forget the practical realities of every
project — things like budget, organizational standards and guidelines,
and resources for graphics production.
The combination of these environmental factors makes each graphic
design project unique. The design
and display of visuals for systems
training intended for novice learners
to be delivered on platforms with
plenty of bandwidth and sound capability will be quite different from the
design and display of visuals for systems training to be delivered in a
workbook destined for either self-

San Francisco, California • November 12 — 14, 2003 Pre-Conference Workshops November 11, 2003
The program is divided into three core practice areas that
mirror the three main roles that e-Learning producers are
engaged in — Designer | Developer | Manager. The Program
Committee, comprised of volunteer Guild Members, has iden-
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tified the most critical topics that address these areas and
those topics will be the focus of all our General Sessions,
Think Tank Sessions, Concurrent Sessions and optional
Pre-Conference Workshops.
Every session is designed to allow time to hear from the
experts, debate and discuss with your peers and explore

The Essential Conference for e-Learning
Designers, Developers, and Managers

topics to their fullest. In addition to the structured time you
will spend learning in the sessions, you will also have ample
opportunity to network with the other participants in morning
discussion groups, over lunch, and during social activities.
The size and format of the conference will help you develop
important professional connections during the conference
that you can continue in the months and years to follow.

The annual conference of...

Workshop descriptions online now!
Visit www.eLearningGuild.com
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study or classroom delivery. (See
Figures 5 and 6 on page 7.) Juggling
all of these factors to make the best
graphics decisions for each project
is best achieved with a systematic
process for assessing the landscape. In Part 2 of this article, to be
published in The Journal September
29, 2003, Chopeta Lyons will preview this model.

ments illustrated motion. Two were
delivered on paper and one on video.
The paper graphics were simple line
drawings for which motion was communicated by text or line drawings
alone. The video version used anima-

Factor 3: Features of the graphic.
It’s not surprising that features of
the graphic itself will influence its
learning effectiveness. What might
be surprising however is that it’s
NOT the features you typically associate with graphics that determine
their learning effectiveness. Usually
we talk about graphics in terms of
their surface features.
By surface features I refer to the
salient appearance of a visual. Is it
an animation? Is it a line drawing?
Is it a photograph? And while surface features are important to production of your graphics, in most
cases, it is not surface features
alone that determine their effectiveness. Instead, it’s the functionality
of the graphic — both its communication and its psychological functionality. We recommend planning visuals based on how they communicate
and how they work psychologically
rather on their surface features. We
propose that these functional taxonomies can give you a new grammar of visuals — a grammar that will
help you make better decisions about
how to use visuals for learning.

compared lessons that
used text alone to teach
content with lessons that
added relevant visuals to
the text have shown that
the versions with graphics
do improve learning. Note
the emphasis on the word
“relevant”!

TABLE 1 A communication taxonomy for graphics for Learning
Function

A graphic used to:

Examples

Decorative

Add aesthetic appeal or humor

• Art on the cover of a book
• Visual of a general in a military
lesson on ammunition

Representational

Depict an object in a realistic
fashion

• A screen capture
• A photograph of equipment

Mnemonic

Provide retrieval cues for factual
information

• A picture of 10 forks stuck
in a door to retrieve meaning
of Spanish word for fork:
Tenador

Organizational

Show qualitative relationships
among content

• A two-dimensional course map

Relational

Show quantitative relationships
among two or more variables

• A line graph
• A pie chart

Transformational

Show changes in objects over
time or space

• An animation of a weather cycle
• A video showing how to operate
equipment

Interpretive

Illustrate a theory or principle

• A schematic diagram of
equipment
• An animation of molecular
movement
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A recent research study reported
in the journal Applied Cognitive
Psychology showed that people
could learn a simple procedure
(bandaging a hand) equally effectively from three different graphic treatments. As shown in Figures 7, 8,
and 9 on page 8, all three treat-

tion without sound to show the procedure.
This research tells us that what
causes learning is not the media —
both video and paper worked fine;
and it’s not the surface features
either — both line drawings and animation worked fine. Rather, it’s the
communication functionality of the
graphic that matters. All three of
these graphics belong in a category
we call ‘transformational’ visuals.
We define transformational graphics
as any visual that shows movement
through space or change over time.
In the research study just referenced, the authors found that similar
graphics that were not transformational resulted in significantly worse
learning. For example, simple line
drawings lacking motion descriptors
in the form of words or arrows failed
to support learning as effectively as
the transformational visuals. Likewise, text alone that described the
steps was not as effective as the
transformational visuals.
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Surface features vs. functional
features of graphics

Many studies that
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Do you have an
interesting story to tell?
Get It Published in...

This publication is by the people, for the people.
That means it’s written by YOU the readers and members of The eLearning Guild!
We encourage you to submit articles for publication in the Journal.
Even if you have not been published before, we encourage you to submit a query
if you have a great idea, technique, case study or practice to share with your peers
in the e-Learning community. If your topic idea for an article is selected by the editors, you will be asked to submit a complete article on that topic. Don’t worry if you
have limited experience writing for publication. Our team of editors will work with
you to polish your article and get it ready for publication in the Journal.
By sharing your expertise with the readers of the Journal, you not only add to the
collective knowledge of the e-Learning community, you also gain the recognition of
your peers in the industry and your organization.
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How to Submit a Query
If you have an idea for an article, send a plain-text email to our editor,
Bill Brandon, at bill@eLearningGuild.com, with the following information in the body
of the email:
• A draft of the first paragraph, written to grab the reader’s attention and identify
the problem or issue that will be addressed.
• A short outline of your main points addressing the problem or resolving the
issue. This could be another paragraph or it could be a bulleted list.
• One paragraph on your background or current position that makes you the one
to tell this story.
• A working title for the article.
• Your contact information: name, job title, company, phone, email. This information is to be for the writer of the article. We are unable to accept queries from
agents, public relations firms, or other third parties.
All of this information should fit on one page. If the topic fits our editorial plan, Bill
will contact you to schedule the manuscript deadline and the publication date, and
to work out any other details.
Refer to www.eLearningGuild.com for more details.

A communication taxonomy of
visuals
While surface features are important for production purposes, the
functionality of graphics is more
important for learning. In Graphics
for Learning we describe two taxonomies of visuals which we believe
will help you plan and design graphics more effectively. One is based on
communication functions and the
other is based on psychological
learning processes. In this article, I
summarize the communication taxonomy.
Table 1 on page 5 summarizes six
categories of visuals adapted from
an article published last year in
Educational Psychology Review that
reflect communication purpose.
Graphics of different surface features may fit into each category.
Lets take a quick tour of these categories.
Decorative graphics. Decorative
graphics are one of the most common types of visuals used in training
materials. Their intended purpose is
to build motivation by adding either
aesthetics or humor to the instructional display. Figure 10 on page 9
shows one example. In general,
decorative graphics serve no real
instructional purpose. And when
taken to extremes such as the fantasy theme visual shown earlier in
Figure 2, they have been shown to
depress learning. We recommend
that decorative visuals be used sparingly in instructional materials.
Representational graphics. Along
with decorative graphics, representational visuals are the other most
common type of visual seen in training materials. As the name suggests, representational visuals are
intended to depict the actual appearance of content. They can be presented in diverse surface features
including photographs, screen captures, and line drawings.
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Representational visuals are appropriately used to present concrete
concepts and factual information
related to job tasks such as sceens,
forms, equipment, and common
work settings. Figures 4 through 9
all include some type of representational graphic.
Mnemonic graphics. Occasionally
workers must recall factual information and cannot have access to a job
aid. If recall must be very fast such
as a train engineer knowing how to
respond to a track signal, its meaning must be automated via drill and
practice. However if recall does not
need to be instantaneous, visual
mnemonics are a proven memory
device. Figure 11 on page 9 shows
a graphic used to help recall the
meaning of the Spanish word
Tenador. Note that an effective
mnemonic incorporates the meaning
of the word (fork) with a familiar
image that can readily be associated with the sound of the new word
(ten and door).

Interpretive graphics. Interpretive
visuals build understanding of concepts or principles that are abstract,
invisible, or both. Figure 12 on page

FIGURE 5 A visual used to teach a systems application online

FIGURE 6 The same visual adapted for display in print media
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Relational graphics. Whereas organizational graphics display qualitative relationships, relational visuals
communicate quantitative relation-

Transformational graphics. A transformational graphic is a visual that

communicates movement through
space or changes over time. These
are commonly used in combination
with representational graphics to
illustrate procedures and processes.
Figures 5 through 9 are all examples
of transformational graphics.
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Organizational graphics.
Organizational graphics are extremely important to help orient learners
to the structure and sequence of
lesson content. An organizational
graphic shows qualitative relationships among the main ideas in a
lesson. Often geometric visuals are
used as the basis for organizational
graphics. For example, Figure 3
shown earlier is the organizational
graphic I use to summarize the
three factors that most influence the
learning value of graphics. Visual
organizers are commonly used in
training materials and help avoid the
disconcerting blind trust walk-like
experience resulting from courses
that provide no overviews of the
content.

ships among lesson content. Some
common examples include bar
graphs and pie charts. The use of
relational visuals has exploded over
the past 20 years. Luckily recent
controlled research gives some
good guidelines for best design and
use of different types of relational
graphics.

techniques
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9 shows an example developed by
the Biologica project. Designed to
teach secondary students the laws
of genetics, the visual simulation
allows students to change gene combinations on the chromosomes and
immediately see the results in the
dragon’s features.
Interpretive visuals don’t have to
involve simulations or complex sur-

face features. Gyselinck and Tardieu
explained gas pressure laws using
changes in the appearance of a
closed paper bag corresponding with
changes in altitude. They created
three lesson versions. One used text
alone, a second used text with simple representational visuals in the
form of line drawings, and a third
used the same line drawings but
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FIGURE 7 Line drawing with text to show a bandaging procedure. (From Michas and
Berry, 2000)

added arrows to convert the representational visual to an interpretive
graphic. Both versions with graphics
improved learning but the interpretive graphic resulted in the best conceptual understanding.

Which category of visual
should you use?
As you can surmise from the communication functions of graphics,
each category serves a different purpose and is best aligned with specific instructional content and goals. In
general, procedural instructional
goals are best served by a combination of representational and transformational visuals to demonstrate procedures and to contextualize online
simulation practice. Facts benefit
from representational visuals and,
when there are multiple facts, from
relational and organizational graphics as well. Concepts can be taught
with representational visuals as well
as interpretive and organizational
graphics. Processes benefit from
transformational and interpretive
graphics. Principle-based tasks can
make use of representational visuals
to show the job context in which the
tasks will be performed as well as
organizational, relational, transformational, and interpretive visuals.

Planning your visuals systematically
FIGURE 8 Line drawing with arrows to show a bandaging procedure (From Michas and
Berry, 2000)

FIGURE 9 Video animation to show a bandaging procedure. (Adapted From Michas
and Berry, 2000)

As mentioned at the start of this
article, the best graphic for learning
purposes will depend on an interplay
among your instructional goals, features of the graphic itself, and properties of the learning landscape
including the training setting, the
delivery media, and the learners who
will participate. To derive the best
graphic treatment you will need to
apply a systematic visual design
model. In Part 2 of this article, to
appear in The Journal September
29, Chopeta Lyons will summarize
our visual design model.
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FIGURE 10 A decorative visual in a systems course. (Credit: Mark A.
Palmer)

FIGURE 11 A visual mnemonic for the meaning of
the Spanish word: Tenador

FIGURE 12 An interpretive visual to teach genetics. (From the Biologica Project.)

Follow these easy steps to
participate:
1. Go to
http://www.eLearningGuild.com
and log in.
2. Click on the Online Discussion
link on the left-hand navigation
menu.
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ONLINE DISCUSSIONS
Extend your learning beyond the
printed page! If you are looking for
more information on this topic, if you
have questions about an article, or if
you disagree with a viewpoint stated in
this article, then join the online discussions and extend your learning.
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AUTHOR CONTACT
Dr. Ruth Clark is a recognized specialist in
instructional design
and technical training,
and holds a doctorate
in Educational Psychology and Instructional Technology
from the University of Southern
California. Prior to founding Clark
Training & Consulting, she served
as Training Manager for Southern
California Edison. Dr. Clark is a past
president of the ISPI. She is the
author of three books including
Developing Technical Training, the
award-winning Building Expertise,
and this year’s e-Learning & The
Science of Instruction (co-authored
with Dr. Richard Mayer). Her next
book, Graphics for Learning: Proven
guidelines for planning, designing,
and evaluating visuals in training
materials, co-authored with Chopeta
Lyons, will be published next spring.
Ruth and Chopeta will present a
one-day workshop, “Processes and
Principles to Visualize Your
Instructional Message” on November
11, 2003 at The Guild eLearning
Producer Conference & Expo 2003
in San Francisco.
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About the Guild
The eLearning Guild™
is a Community of
Practice for designers,
developers, and managers of e-Learn-ing.
Through this member-driven community,
we provide high-quality learning opportunities, networking services, resources, and
publications. Community members represent a diverse group of instructional
designers, content developers, web developers, project managers, contractors, consultants, and managers and directors of
training and learning services — all of
whom share a common interest in
e-Learning design, development, and
management.

The eLearning Developers’
Journal™
The Guild publishes the only online
“e-Journal” in the e-Learning industry that
is focused on delivering real world “how to
make it happen in your organization” information. The Journal is published weekly
and features articles written by both
industry experts and members who work
every day in environments just like yours.
As an active member, you will have unlimited access to the Journal archive.
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People Connecting With People
The Guild provides a variety of online
member networking tools including online
discussion boards, and the Needs &
Leads™ bulletin board. These services
enable members to discuss topics of
importance, to ask others to help them
find information they need, and to provide
leads to other members.

Resources, Resources, Resources
The Guild hosts the e-Learning industry’s
most comprehensive resource knowledge
database. Currently there are over 3,300
resources available. Members have
access to all of these resources and they
can also post resources at any time!

Guild Research
The Guild has an ongoing industry
research service that conducts surveys
on a variety of topics each year. These
topics are identified by the Research
Advisory Committee. The data collected
is available for all Members.

The Guild draws leadership from an amazing Advisory Board made up of individuals
who provide insight and guidance to help
ensure that the Guild serves its constituency well. We are honored to have
their active engagement and participation.
The Guild has also established two committees made up of active members
who help steer its events program and
research efforts.

Discounts, Discounts, Discounts
Guild members receive discounts on all
Guild conferences and on other selected
products and services. Your Guild membership will save you 20% off the list price
of Guild events!
Join today at www.eLearningGuild.com!
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www.alleninteractions.com
Contact: Jackie McMillan
jmcmillan@alleni.com
800.204.2635

Additional information on the topics covered in this article is also listed in the
Guild Resource Directory.
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Because the
most dramatic
learning happens
through first-hand
experience, everything we do is focused
on creating experiences — engaging,
challenging and yes, fun, experiences
— that people will take back to work
and use every day to improve their performances.
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